CLOUD SECURITY SERVICES

Future Com offers a series of Cloud Security Services, each utilizing industry leading technology, and all are performed with no maintenance or management required by the customer. We can take over management of your existing solutions or introduce new technologies to you that would complement your needs and environment. Our Cloud Security Services leave you free to get back to running your business, while knowing your information is safe.

CLOUD EMAIL SECURITY
Email Spam Filtering, Anti-Virus and Encryption: Meet or exceed your regulatory needs while eliminating unwanted messages and dangerous phishing email

CLOUD SECURITY MANAGEMENT
Firewall and Wireless: Enterprise-grade protection including Firewalls, Guest and Private Wi-Fi and Mobile Device Protection

HUMAN SECURITY
Security Awareness Training: Web-based education for your users to keep them from being the weak point in your IT Security

CLOUD AUTHENTICATION
Two-Factor Authentication: Provide secure access to your applications and computer systems

FUTURE COM HELPS CUSTOMERS CREATE SECURE CHANNELS TO ACCESS CLOUD SERVICE SOLUTIONS WHILE PROTECTING VALUABLE COMPANY DATA.
ABOUT FUTURE COM

Future Com is redefining cybersecurity, consulting and cloud security. A privately held company for over 25 years, Future Com is an integrator of leading industry brands, delivering customized solutions to secure our customers’ networks wherever they are.

Future Com provides consulting services and products with a focus on cloud and cybersecurity solutions. We partner with our customers, working with them on everything from preventing the loss of electronic data to ground-up network design and implementation.